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Abstract

A novel approach to the study of RBCs based on the collection of three-dimensional high-resolution AFM images and on the measure of the
surface roughness of their plasma membrane is presented. The dependence of the roughness from several parameters of the imaging was
investigated and a general rule for a trustful analysis and comparison has been suggested. The roughness of RBCs is a morphology-related
parameter which has been shown to be characteristic of the single cells composing a sample, but independent of the overall geometric shape
(discocyte or spherocyte) of the erythrocytes, thus providing extra-information with respect to a conventional morphology study. The use of the
average roughness value as a label of a whole sample was tested on different kinds of samples. Analyzed data revealed that the quantitative
roughness value does not change after treatment of RBCs with various commonly used fixation and staining methods while a drastic decrease
occurs when studying cells with membrane–skeletal alteration both naturally occurring or artificially induced by chemical treatments. The present
method provides a quantitative and powerful tool for a novel approach to the study of erythrocytes structure through an ultrastructural
morphological analysis with the potential to give information, in a non-invasive way, on the RBCs function.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Surface roughness is an important parameter for many
applications which require characterization and/or a comparison
of surfaces. The use of such a parameter has received a new
impulse from the application of Scanning Probe Microscopy
(SPM) techniques to many classes of studies [1,2]. In particular,
atomic force microscopy (AFM) has emerged also in ultra-
structural biology as a broadly used tool capable to provide a
quantitative description of morphological details of rugged cell
exterior or biomolecular assemblies under physiological and
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non-physiological conditions (e.g., dried or chemically fixed
samples). Furthermore, all the quantitative values are obtained
with a lateral resolution approaching few nanometers and a
vertical sensitivity of the order of 1 Å.

In many applications, after acquiring an AFM image, the
comparison of the distinctive features at the nanometer scale
seen on the surface of two or more samples (i.e., their
morphology), can be best described by statistical analysis
rather than comparison of tiny structures strictly related to the
local sample arrangement: in this framework roughness can be a
useful tool. A variety of mathematical approaches can be
applied to such a calculation, the most common consisting of
the analysis of the surface data generated by an AFM in terms of
the distribution of its heights. The roughness value of the
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surface can be described in terms of the measure of the root–
mean–square value of the height distribution. In other words:

Rrms ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XN
i¼1

ðzi � zmÞ2
ðN � 1Þ

vuut ð1:1Þ

where N is the total number of data points; zi is the height of ith
point and zm is the mean height. It is worth noting that the
surface roughness is, by definition, a morphology-related
parameter.

Most studies make use of the Rrms since such a quantitative
definition has the advantage of being a simple mathematical
approach and it conserves the intuitive concept of a rugged
surface [3,4]. Additionally, the Rrms is straightforward to be
measured experimentally as the heights of the surface are the
very points of an AFM image. The major limitation of the
present Rrms definition is that it intrinsically contains a certain
degree of degeneracy and lack of information about spatial
coherence and, indeed, alternative methods to evaluate the
surface texture have been suggested [5]. Some of these other
methods, based on the computation of the variance correlation
function, have been demonstrated to be capable of giving
additional information by studying the scale-dependent or
fractal behaviour of the sample surface at the price, however, of
a substantially more complex mathematical framework.

Whatever the chosen definition of roughness be, such a
parameter has been widely used in the past to compare surfaces
of interest for surface science [6], biomaterials [7], organic and
inorganic chemistry [8], while a lesser number of application
involving living or fixed/stained cells have been attempted. This
is mostly due to severe technical complications which make the
comparison of cells surfaces not straightforward: for instance
the complexity of biological samples and their intrinsic
variability (i.e., the structural differences among single elements
in a given class of cells).

One of the purposes of this study is to claim that, under
suitable and well-defined conditions, the surface roughness can
be precious in the quantitative study of the morphology of a
biological membrane with interesting applications even in the
study of the cell structure and function.

The size and shape of human red blood cells (RBCs) are
important indicators of well being [9]; for this reason and for
their relatively simple structure and ease of isolation, RBCs have
been extensively studied over the years. It is generally believed
that the plasma membrane is responsible for maintaining the
shape of RBCs [10] and for permitting extensive, passive
deformations that allow them to resist, without fragmentation, to
repeated passages through narrow capillaries (the diameter of
which being less than one half that of RBCs). As proposed by the
bilayer couple hypothesis [11], the membrane is a composite
structure in which the lipid bilayer is anchored through tethering
sites (transmembrane proteins) to the membrane–skeleton, an
underlying network of proteins localized in the cytoplasm of the
cell. The typical biconcave shape of RBCs results from a variety
of interactions between the cell and its environment and can be
altered both in vitro (by several factors, including direct inter-
calation of phospholipids [12] or drugs [13] into the membrane),
and in vivo (because of hereditary defects [14] or environmental-
induced modifications [15] of the cell skeleton) and, indeed,
even in blood stains from healthy donors a certain number of
unusually shaped RBCs are present [16].

In studying these classes of morphological problems the use
of an intrinsically three-dimensional, high-resolution, non-
destructive surface characterizing technique such as AFM is
very appropriate [17]. And, indeed, it has been used to image
the RBCs' overall shape and their local surface under normal
and pathological conditions [18–22] and to analyze in
quantitative terms problems related to the membrane–skeleton
elements that can be observed as isolated components [23,24] or
as part of membrane patches [25,26].

In the present paper we used AFM technique to evaluate the
surface roughness of RBCs treated in different ways. A set of
optimal experimental conditions have been chosen in order to
obtain an unambiguous interpretation of experimental features
and to produce robust quantitation of the surface roughness of
human erythrocytes. Air-dried or fixed stained RBCs are very
convenient samples for such a kind of studies as they have
robust structures holding membrane-bound proteins firmly in
place and stabilizing them against damage or compression by
the sharp tip of the apparatus.

The major goals of this investigation have been: (i) to show
that, under the experimental conditions chosen, the roughness of
the plasma membrane of human RBCs is a morphological
parameter at the nanometer scale which is independent from the
overall cell's shape (i.e., the three-dimensional arrangement of
the membrane on the submicron scale can be decoupled from the
overall cell's shape); (ii) to reveal the homogeneity of the
roughness value whenmeasured in different areas of a single cell
and in distinct cells of the same sample, in such a way that the
average roughness value can be used as a convenient label to
compare different samples; (iii) to explain the usefulness of a
surface roughness study by demonstrating the sensitivity of this
novel morphological parameter to the RBCs' membrane–skele-
ton integrity.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Samples preparation

Blood samples, collected in EDTA as anticoagulant (1.5 mg/ml blood), were
obtained from healthy people and, after informed consent, from patients
suffering from hereditary spherocytosis (HS) of the Clinic of Haematology,
University of Rome “La Sapienza”. Samples were immediately diluted 5-fold
with buffered isotonic saline containing 5 mM glucose and smears were made by
manual spreading. The smears were treated in different ways: (i) kept unfixed
and unstained until scanning with the AFM was performed (air-drying method),
or (ii) stained by routine May–Grunwald–Giemsa (MGG) technique, or (iii)
colored with standard cresyl blue (CB) method, or (iv) treated according to the
procedure for scanning electron microscopy until the substitution of the graded
ethanol for dehydration with tetramethylsilane (TMS) or hexamethyldisilazane
(HMDS). The latter method, in which TMS or HMDS is used (a procedure we
will refer to as “SEM drying” independently of the chemical used, since both
agents are indistinguishable in their effects on roughness), has been
demonstrated equivalent to the critical point drying as far as the preservation
of the morphological features of cells is concerned [27–29]. We have preferred
these methods for its simplicity and because it does not require metal coating,
which would be an unnecessary complication in an AFM study.



Fig. 1. (A) Three-dimensional topography and (B) distribution of the height (zi)
of all the points composing the AFM topographic image. The Rrms value is the
width (exemplified by the white arrow) of the distribution shown in panel (B).
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When necessary, blood samples (109 RBCs/ml) were incubated with 8 or
80 μM (final concentration) cytochalasin D (dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide –
DMSO – final concentration 0.2–1% v/v) for 30 min at room temperature before
performing smears. These samples were analyzed by AFM, before and after
sputtering (see Sputtering and scanning electron microscopy subsection).

When required, RBCs for the scanning electron microscopy analysis of
membrane–skeleton were treated according to the protocol described above
except that they were deposited on polylysine-treated (10 mm2×10 mm2 Si
(100)) wafers. Afterward, the cells were sputtered by argon ions in order to
partially or totally remove the plasma membrane and subsequently coated with
20 nm of gold for the SEM observation.

2.2. The atomic force microscope

The AFM measurements were performed using a home-built microscope
described in detail elsewhere [30] and modified to allow also operating in
Tapping-mode with a vertical resolution of 1–2 Å. We recall that the instrument,
already applied in the study of erythrocytes, [13,15] can be operated under
strictly controlled environmental conditions. The AFM measurements were
performed at room temperature, in constant 30% relative humidity in both
contact and tapping modes.

The contact mode measurements were performed in the weak repulsive
regime of constant force with a probe force below 1 nN from zero cantilever
deflection. The Tapping mode measurements have been collected in air using
Nanodevices (Santa Barbara, CA, USA) Tap150 cantilevers (k=5 N/m,
L=125 μm, νres=150 kHz) operated at constant (typically 10%) damping.
The high-resolution images, both in contact and tapping mode, have been
collected at a scanning speed of about 3–4 s/row. The reproducibility of data,
including the absence of sample damage or alteration due to the measurement
procedure, was carefully tested.

2.3. Sputtering and scanning electron microscopy

RBCs were sputtered, according to a recently developed protocol [31], in
order to partially or totally remove the plasma membrane without affecting the
sub-membrane structures.

The samples to be sputtered were mounted on the ultra high vacuum
preparation chamber of the SPHINXX-PEEMmicroscope [32] in Madison (WI,
USA). The base pressure in this chamber was 1×10−10 Torr, then, the pressure
was raised to a constant value of 1.5×10−5 Torr by leaking argon gas into the
chamber. Sputtering was performed, using an ion gun (SPECS, model IQE 11/
35), placed at approximately 40 cm from the samples, with a constant voltage of
3 kV. Argon sputtering was performed for different times ranging from 5 to
30 min and the samples were, subsequently, coated with a thin layer of Au and
characterized by SEM.

The instrument for SEM observation was a Stereoscan 240 (Cambridge
Instr, Cambridge, UK) working in high vacuum (below 1×10−6 Torr) and
operated in a clean room.

2.4. Calculating the RBC's roughness

As it is known, when defining the surface roughness from an AFM image,
several parameters of the acquisition method have an influence on the measured
value. These parameters include the dependence on the scanned area and, due to
the surface statistics (i.e., the fractal or scale-dependent behaviour [33]), on the
number of data points. As a consequence, when using the value of roughness for
comparison between different samples, the analyzed area must be specified and
kept at a constant value as well as the sampling density. The constraints placed
on the number of sampling points per image (image size×sampling density) is,
however, less critical provided that they are large enough to ensure a solid
statistical set (10,000–60,000) with minor difference from image to image. In
particular in this paper we used a reference sampling density able to ensure about
20,000 points in 1×1 μm2 images and 70–80,000 points in 2×2 μm2 images.

Other factors to be considered are the size and shape of the AFM probe, that
is the agent through which the three-dimensional representation of the surface is
produced. Indeed, the tip has a finite dimension which, consequently, does not
probe the surface profile in an ideal fashion. For instance, it is known that
different apical radii and/or different probe forces exerted on the surface during
the scan may result in different contact areas (i.e., different resolution). As
consequence, the roughness value could be underestimated by an amount that is
actually difficult to quantify. In order to evaluate the effect of different contact
areas we performed imaging of the very same area of various RBCs (that were
very different each other for cells' shape and peculiarities) with different probe
forces covering the range we used for the AFM experiments. The subsequent
analysis showed negligible variation (around 2%, i.e., well within the
experimental errors) of the measured roughness value. Concerning the tip, in
our contact mode experiments we used AFM probes with the same expected
(statistical) apical radius of 10 mm, height of 3.5 mm and pyramidal shape
characterized by an apical angle of 35°. The elastic constant was 0.032 or
0.064 N/m. Unavoidable differences occur in tapping mode which was
performed using probes with the same apical radius of the contact probes but
slightly different mechanical characteristics (i.e., K=5 N/m, tip height=20 μm,
anisotropic apical shape with front angle of 15° and side angle of 17.50°).

The data analysis has been performed using the software package PW-
WAVE which allows to both analyze the AFM images and to calculate the
roughness value using integrated routines. Concerning the image analysis, no
noise filter was applied to the raw data which were treated only by a software
background subtraction and, when necessary to have a flat non tilted surface, by
a plane alignment and/or by an X axis linearization.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Preliminary observations on the dependence of the
roughness from the AFM parameters

According to the definition of Rrms 1.1, the roughness of a
RBC'smembrane can be associated to the width of the (Gaussian)
distribution of the height of the points composing the AFM image
of the scanned surface. The height distribution derived from a
typical erythrocyte, and the resulting roughness value (measured
on a 1×1 μm2 of surface extent), are given in Fig. 1.

Since the roughness value is expected to depend on the scan
size, a measurement of such quantity (in an area range of 0.5 to
2.5 μm2) on several RBCs belonging to different samples has
been determined. Three typical curves are reported in Fig. 2,
showing that the increase in roughness as the scan size enlarges
follows a very similar trend (in line with previous data on mica,
quartz and silicon flat surfaces [5]). In order to make the data
treatment simpler and easier, the scrutiny was performed on flat-
topped or spherocytic-shaped erythrocytes which are known to
physiologically occur even in blood smears from perfectly
healthy donors [16].



Fig. 2. Examples of the dependence of the roughness value from the size of the
(square) sampling field on the RBC's plasma membrane.
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The observed trend of roughness vs. scan size, on one hand
indicates that the RBC's plasma membrane is a surface-bearing
characteristics which allow a proper statistical study and, on the
other hand, calls for the choosing of a fixed area to allow an
appropriate comparison of the roughness values among
different samples. In the following, and except when explicitly
differently stated, we will report roughness values measured on
areas with the fixed size of 1×1 μm2.

3.2. Roughness is a sample-related parameter

In a given specimen, the external surface of all RBC is
expected to be homogeneous at the scale probed by AFM;
accordingly, a good morphological parameter should be bound
to values close to one another over the entire cell surface. This
expectation has been proved for normal RBCs, as indicated in
Figs. 3(A) and (B) where the distribution of roughness values
measured in many areas of a single cell follows a sharp
Gaussian curve. Therefore, the average roughness value can be
considered as a label of the cell.

It is worth stressing that the two Gaussian-like histograms
reported in Figs. 1 and 3, although somehow similar in the
appearance, are strongly different in the meaning, and in fact,
Fig. 3. (A) AFM topography of a RBC. (B) Distribution of the roughness values
measured in many different areas above the cell surface. The typically observed
sharp distribution of (B) allows to use the average value of all the roughness
sampling as a label of the cell.
contain distinct information. In particular, the width of the two
distributions are associated, respectively, to (Fig. 1) the
roughness value of a single sampling and (Fig. 3) to the error
bar associated to the measurement of the average roughness of a
cell (which, obviously, fits the centre of the Gaussian). In the
following, we will make use of histograms of the second kind.

In order to ascertain whether the roughness value of one cell
is representative of a RBC specimen in its entirety, the
distribution of the mean roughness values calculated for single
cells, and the distribution of the roughness value as a whole
have been analyzed. In other words, we sampled the roughness
value in different areas of a given cell and repeated the operation
in many cells of a fixed specimen. Then, we compared the
distribution of the single cells' mean roughness with the
distribution of all the roughness values with no regard to the cell
where they have been collected. If the single cells in the samples
are equivalent, we expect two closely related distribution.

Indeed, comparison of the two distributions, reported in Fig.
4, clearly points to a strongly similar content of information. In
particular, the great majority of the cells (mean cell value) and
of the single sampling (with no regard to the cell where they
have been measured) fall in the neighbourhood of the overall
average roughness value with an error (width of the distribution)
close to 10% of the mean value. Thus, within this level of
confidence, we can assume that the average roughness value
(mean of all the performed sampling) can be used as a label of a
whole sample.

It is worth noting that in both distribution curves (see Fig. 4)
a small number of sampling significantly departs from the mean
value. This is an important indication that in almost all
specimens there are a small number of erythrocytes which, in
terms of membrane roughness, behave differently with respect
to the “typical” cell: in particular, our approach is able to make
plain and clear the presence of such an RBC class and to
estimate its percentage (see also Fig. 5). Moreover, even though,
at present, it is not possible to assign these peculiar roughness
properties to a special class of RBCs (e.g., very young, very old,
unusually shaped cells etc.), it is interesting to observe that this
Fig. 4. Comparison between the distribution of all the measured roughness value
(panel A) and the distribution of the mean roughness calculated for the single
sampled cells (panel B). The two distributions have equivalent results indicating
that the whole distribution is coherent with the behaviour of the single cells
composing the sample. In both cases, the width of the distribution can be
assumed as error associated to the mean value (probability that 66% of the data
fall within mean±width). Typical width values are close to 10% of the mean
value of the distribution (slightly smaller for the distribution of the mean cell
values).



Fig. 5. Panels (A) and (B) (both 8.5×8.5 μm) show two differently shaped RBCs
from the same healthy donor. Many roughness sampling has been performed on
the surface of the cells (in the white squares; some of the values have been
explicitly reported). The data show that the roughness is negligibly affected by
the different cell's shape.

Fig. 6. A statistical demonstration of the independence of the average roughness
from the overall cell's shape. Panels (A) and (B) show the histograms of the
roughness sampling collected from, respectively, many biconcave and flat-
topped cells (including, but not limited to the ones showed in Fig. 5) from the
very same sample show a good general agreement and negligible differences in
the average roughness value.

Table 1
Average roughness value measured on differently prepared normal cells

Sample Rrms (nm)1/2 Error (nm)1/2 Total no. of sampling

Air dried 3.14 0.43 194
Stained (Cresil Blue) 3.34 0.47 84
Fixed stained (MGG) 3.25 0.44 196
Fixed dehydrated
(HMDS drying)

3.30 0.47 96

The distributions of the measured roughness values were found to follow a
Gaussian curve (reminiscent of the ones in Figs. 4(A) and (B)), thus, the
experimental error associated to the average Rrms can be identified with the
width of the distribution itself. Simple air drying as well as ordinary treatments
used for fixing and/or staining the samples do not affect the measured roughness
value. The experiments have been repeated twice.
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percentage can contribute to a quantitative description of the
sample's status.

Another important question is whether or not the calculated
roughness values are related to the overall RBC's shape (e.g.,
whether the surface texture is identical or different in normal
doughnut-shaped cell and in spheroid or swollen cells present in
one sample). As well known, the roughness is a parameter which
is best measured on flat surfaces; however, this requirement for
flatness might cause some hardship in studying the RBCs
roughness, for the normal biconcave cells offer little chance to
scan large enough, non-bended surfaces. To evaluate the
consequence of this operative difficulty, the mean roughness
values measured on cells with sharply different overall shape
(spherocyte vs. biconcave disks) occurring in the very same
blood smear have been analyzed and compared. For a
trustworthy comparison, it is important that the areas chosen
on the biconcave RBCs lie as much as possible on a horizontal
plane with no residual tilt nor background curvature which
would corrupt the analysis.

A direct comparison of two RBCs present in the very
same sample, from a healthy donor, which were different in
their overall shape, is reported in Fig. 5. No significant
divergence in the membrane roughness value can be detected.
To further support this observation, a statistical analysis of
the mean roughness value measured on a number of flat-
topped and of normal biconcave cells from the very same
sample has been carried out. The results, reported in Fig. 6,
confirmed that the membrane roughness is not affected by the
overall cell shape.

This result is not contradictory because, in principle, there is
no reason for a straightforward correlation between the overall
shape of the cell and the morphology of the membrane
measured on the submicron scale. Yet, the finding is a relevant
outcome since: (i) it ensures that roughness can be measured
with equal confidence on differently shaped cells from the very
same sample, and (ii) it demonstrates that, in the blood of an
healthy donor, the plasma membrane has the same texture
irrespective of the cell overall shape, and the roughness value is
a measure of the morphological characteristics at nanometer
scale of the RBCs' surface.
As a whole, the above reported consideration can be
summarized in the statement that the measurement of the
surface roughness of RBCs is a morphological parameter
independent from the overall cell shape but characteristic of the
single cells composing a given sample. Thus, the average
roughness can be used to label a whole sample.

Lastly, in order to learn whether commonly used fixing and/
or staining treatments affect the surface roughness of RBCs, the
Rrms value derived for an air-dried blood smear has been
compared with that measured in various smears prepared from
the very same blood sample drawn from an healthy donor. In
particular, the cells have been (i) stained with cresyl blue, (ii)
fixed and colored with May–Grunwald–Giemsa, and (iii)
processed as in the case of scanning electron microscopy (see
under Materials and methods). The results of the statistical
analysis performed in terms of the average value resulting from
all the roughness measurements performed on a number of cells
belonging to each sample are reported in Table 1 demonstrating
that the Rrms values (identified as a sample label) can be
considered identical –within the experimental error – for all the
analyzed specimens. In other words, very different methods of
sample handling, which involve exposure of the cells to rather
diverse chemicals and/or to various dehydration forces do not
affect those structural properties of the erythrocytes that directly
influence the roughness values measured by AFM. Another
consequence of these data is that a reference roughness value
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can be assigned to a given healthy RBC sample without taking
into account whether or not it has been fixed and/or stained.

3.3. Surface roughness as a tool for investigating the
membrane–skeleton integrity

In order to study this problem in depth, the roughness of
normal RBCs has been compared with those of erythrocytes
bearing an abnormalmembrane–skeleton due to the occurrence of
genetic pathologies (hereditary spherocytosis) andwith artificially
produced flat-topped cells. Hereditary spherocytosis is a highly
variable inherited disorder of RBCs determining loss of the
network integrity due to genetic mutations in membrane proteins
which make up the membrane–skeleton [34]. As a consequence
of the membrane–skeletal alteration, the mechanical properties of
the spherocytes degrade and the percentage of observable swollen
cells into the sample increases dramatically. The artificially
swollen cells were obtained by maintaining the cells in slightly
(280 mOsm) hypotonic medium which changes the overall
RBCs' shape without affecting their membrane–skeleton.

The most impressive result of the statistical analysis reported
in Table 2 is the remarkably smaller value of roughness (−50%)
observed in pathological samples relative to the native and
swollen RBCs, while the roughness remains unchanged when
measured on biconcave or swollen cells from normal donor.
Considering that such a large reduction in roughness cannot be
ascribed to the overall cell shape modification, we hypothesized
that the roughness is directly or indirectly sensitive to the
membrane–skeleton integrity.

To confirm such an hypothesis, we treated normal cells with
cytochalasin, a chemical acting as a cytoskeleton disrupting
agent [35] and approached the problems by performing both
AFM measurements (which, both on air-dried and on SEM-
dried RBCs, were used to calculate the roughness whose value
Table 2
Roughness data for several samples bearing genetic (spherocytes) or artificially
induced (cytochalasin treatment) membrane skeleton alterations

Sample Rrms

(nm)1/2
Error
(nm)1/2

Total no. of
sampling

Spherocytes (1) 1.69 0.35 170
Spherocytes (2) 1.47 0.22 98
Artificially swollen 3.11 0.40 204
Air dried 3.14 0.43 194
Air dried+DMSO 3.10 0.44 95
Air dried+cytochalasin (80 μM) 1.56 0.17 218
HMDS drying+cytochalasin (8 μM) 1.81 0.39 104
HMDS drying+cytochalasin (80 μM) 1.70 0.50 114

The two samples of spherocytes are from patients with different clinical spectra
(more severe for no. 2). A control as well as a sample composed of normal cells
artificially swollen by maintenance in (280 mOsm) hypotonic medium, in which
the cells have the same shape of spherocytes but no skeletal alteration, were
considered for comparison. The roughness of normal cells treated with DMSO
which was used to vehiculate cytochalasin into the RBCs was also reported. Low
roughness was detected after cytochalasin treatment both on air-dried and on
fixed–post fixed-dehydrated RBCs (HMDS—also called SEM-dried). For
further comparisons, the average roughness calculated on the subclass of flat-
topped cells occurring in air-dried (3.09), stained (3.26), fixed-stained (3.34) and
in fixed–post fixed and dehydrated cells (3.24) showed high roughness values.
resulted in full agreement with that of RBCs from spherocy-
tosis) and direct visualization of the fibers by SEM. In
particular, the SEM visualization was performed on a second
aliquot of the very same cells used for the AFM measurement.
To achieve this latter purpose, air-dried or SEM-dried RBCs
have been sputtered for different times in order to partially or
totally remove the lipid bilayer [31], thus enabling a direct
observation by SEM of the network filaments constituting the
membrane–skeleton. The results are reported in Fig. 7, where
the skeleton of both cytochalasin-treated and untreated cells is
visualized and compared. Untreated cells show patches of the
intact skeleton network, whose architecture remains substan-
tially unaltered while large holes (and sometimes thickening of
the filaments) can be observed in samples incubated with both 8
and 80 μM cytochalasin. Therefore, a large decrease in the
surface roughness value is indicative of membrane–skeleton
alterations produced by destabilization of the filament network.

It is worth noting that the direct observation of the RBC's
membrane–skeleton after cytochalasin treatment can be
regarded itself as an evidence of the effectiveness on erythro-
cytes of such a chemical, whose effect is already well known on
cell's cytoskeleton.

3.4. Dependence of the Roughness value on the AFM mode of
operation

As a last topic, we tried to ascertain the possible dependence
of the measured roughness value on the AFM mode of
operation: namely, contact mode or tapping mode.

As is well known, AFM images are three-dimensional repre-
sentations of surfaces obtained through the monitoring of
continuous or intermittent loading forces of a sharp tip on the
sample surface. The major physical difference between contact
and tapping modes of operation rests on the intensity of the
forces applied on the sample's surface during the scan and,
therefore, on the magnitude of the small but unavoidable
deformation of the sample. In particular, in tapping mode the
vibrating tip barely taps the sample's surface at the bottom of its
oscillation thus leading to a drastic reduction (up to two order of
magnitude in comparison to contact mode) of the lateral forces
between tip and specimen. The physical differences between
these two AFM modes could have some effect on the
quantitative observation of the surface texture. Therefore, three
air-dried specimens (native RBCs, cytochalasin-treated RBCs,
and hereditary spherocytes) have been analyzed in both contact
and tapping mode and, for sake of the comparison, all results are
reported in Table 3. It is evident that the average roughness
values measured in tapping mode are smaller with respect to
contact mode; and yet, regardless on the AFM mode of
operation, the roughness measured on normal cells is much
higher than on cells whose membrane–skeleton integrity is
compromised (either genetically or by cytochalasin). This is,
indeed, expected for a morphological parameter linked to some
intrinsic difference between different classes of cells such as, in
our case, their membrane–skeleton structure.

Since in most studies performed on soft samples the tapping
mode leads to higher resolution images, it could be surprising



Fig. 7. Panel (A—500 nm) shows a normal RBCs sputtered for 20 min. An almost intact membrane–skeletal network can be observed. Panels (B and C—500 nm)
show, respectively erythrocytes treated with 8 μM and 80 μM cytochalasin observed after 20 min of sputtering. A progressive, cytochalasin-dependent, destruction of
the membrane–skeleton is evident.
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that lower texture values have been obtained. This apparent
inconsistency finds a simple explanation in the following
consideration based on how an AFM works. In a simple model,
the loss of water during drying promotes a micro-sinking
inwards of the lipid bilayer at the places where there is a lesser
support by the membrane–skeleton, leaving behind the protein
filaments forming the skeleton network [23,35]. During
scanning in contact mode, the AFM tip extends the depressions
of the spontaneous sinking by exerting higher forces on the cell
surface than that produced in tapping mode. Therefore, an
existing difference in the mean roughness value can be mag-
nified by the AFM mode of operation: in particular elastic
membrane micro-deformations determined in contact mode by
the larger scanning forces enhance the detection of the existing
differences in the cell skeleton. As a consequence, the scanning
in contact mode can be preferable for the investigation of the
modifications of the membrane–skeleton in intact RBCs.

Taking into account the mechanical characteristics of the
plasma membrane (including deformability, different support of
intact membrane–skeleton compared to corrupted networks [36]
and tip compliance), the occurrence of high roughness values on
normal cells and of low values on skeleton defective RBCs can
be explained by the same model. In particular, a mechanism of
(elastic) flattening of the surface structures at the nanoscale
during the contact with the probe can occur, and is expected to be
larger for unsupported membranes then for normal cells, thus
resulting in higher or lower measured roughness value.
Table 3
Roughness value measured using different mode of operation of the AFM

Sample Mean roughness from
contact mode images

Mean roughness from
tapping mode images

Freshly prepared air dried 3.10±0.32 2.60±0.31
Freshly prepared+
cytochalasin

1.64±0.23 1.40±0.20

Hereditary spherocytosis 1.43±0.20 1.35±0.22

The reported value for normal, spherocytes and (80 μM) cytochalasin treated
erythrocytes, is the average value of all the roughness measurements performed
on a number of cells (typically 40) from each samples. The reported error is the
standard deviation. The experiments have been repeated twice with the same
resulting trend. The roughness value of the control sample measured in contact
mode agrees with what measured in the previously performed experiments of
Table 1.
In the present paper, it has been demonstrated that the surface
texture at nanometer scale of air-dried RBCs can be conveniently
described by a single numerical value: the average surface
roughness. Such a parameter, very useful to compare the
characteristics of surfaces, has been hardly used, up to now, to
study cell's membrane, and yet it has been found to be a
surprisingly powerful tool in our approach. Clearly, to overcome
the complications introduced by the intrinsic variability of
biological samples in terms of structural parameters, a certain
degree of standardization in the procedure of AFM data
collection and analysis is necessary. Furthermore, to increase
the reliability of the presented data, all the results of this study are
supported by a robust statistical analysis which involved a large
number (typically 100–200) of sampling of the desired
parameters. In this endeavour the simplicity of our mathematical
approach, based on the Rrms roughness definition (Eq. (1.1)), is a
critical advantage. With this premise, the membrane roughness,
independent from the various overall shapes of the RBCs,
represents a basic characteristic of the cells composing a
specimen and thus, as a remarkable practical consequence, can
be used as a label of the whole sample. A deeper discussion on
this subject could be useful: the surface roughness is a mor-
phology-related parameter which can be compared to another
morphological parameter such as the overall cell shape. There is
no reason to assume “a priori” that an overall change of the cell's
shape must be linked to the arrangement, on a totally different
length scale, of its plasma membrane, thus, if there is a
correlation between these parameters it must be demonstrated. In
this framework we provided evidences that, in all the analyzed
cases, there is no correlation between the overall shape of a cell
and the arrangement of its plasma membrane evaluated, with a
spatial resolution about three orders of magnitude smaller then
the RBC size, through its roughness value.

Furthermore, this study has also indicated the average
roughness value of a sample to be the same for RBCs (coming
from one source) under many non-physiological conditions
associated to a variety of treatments commonly used for fixation
and/or staining and/or drying the cells. Such methods are
currently used in clinical and forensic medicine to prepare and
analyze blood smears.

In terms of applications, we have presented an approach to
the study of erythrocytes integrity through a method based on
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the analysis of their surface roughness. The study, which
required the definition of a base protocol for a proper roughness-
based comparison between different samples, demonstrated that
the mean roughness value is very sensitive to cytoskeletal
alterations both of pathological and artificial origin. The
mechanism which allows detection of the status of underlying
cell structure by analyzing, in a simple and non-destructive way,
the morphology of the overlying plasma membrane, has been
suggested to be a consequence of the different mechanical
characteristics (elasticity, compliance etc.) of properly supported
or unsupported membranes. Such intrinsic features can be
enhanced or reduced by the AFM imaging parameters (i.e., by
working in contact or tapping mode) resulting in larger of
smaller differences between intact and membrane–skeleton-
defective cells.

In conclusion, the use of roughness in evaluating biological
surfaces provides a non-destructive, simple and powerful tool
for a novel approach with the potential to label whole samples
and yet to detect the single-cell status through an ultrastructural
morphological analysis. In this context, AFM has been proven a
useful tool for quantitative biophysical studies such as, for
instance, comparing (i) changes in the surface texture of RBCs
coming from a single donor (e.g., as a function of some disease
or, more intriguing, in the physiological process of cell aging),
or (ii) ultrastructural differences between RBCs' samples
originating from diverse sources.

As future work, deeper insights into the relationship between
roughness values and surface structure could be gained by
considering the overall shape of the height distribution deduced
from the AFM image, which can be Gaussian or not, and,
possibly, by taking into account the higher order momenta of the
distribution.
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